
THE LORD O&DINARY had found, I That the defender Alexander Gordon had
the preferable right to the patronage in question ;' and

I THE COURT having heard parties procurators in their own presence, adhered
to the interlocutor of the Lord Ordinary.

A reclaiming petition against this judgment, to which an additional one was
joined, were, on being advised with answers, both refused.

Lord Ordinary, Andervillt.
Clerk, Orme,

S.

Act. Ilay Campbell, Creskie Alt. Blair- R. Dundd.
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IN 1726, a vacancy in the united parishes of Moy and Dyke had been sup. One of the
patrons in an

plied in consequence of a presentation from the predecessor of Mr Hugh Grant. united parish,

In 1782,,on the death of the incumbent, different presentees were offered, by a preent

the Duke of Gordon, as having right to the sole patronage; and by, Mr Hugh cancy, Ono
e I - Ipresentation

Grant as patron of Moy. And the settlement, having been, delayed till the beofferedby

question of right should be determined in the civil couts, it was at length found the other per

by. the Court of Session, that the patronage of Moy belonged to Hugh- Grant,

and that of Dyke to the Crown.
Still, however, the Duke of Gordon, whose-ancestors had-been in use of pre-

senting in this- parish, insisted, that the patron of Moy having exercised his right

on the immediately preceding vacancy, the person named by himself should be

-preferred, or that at least the right of presentation should be held as devolved,
for that time, to the presbytery.

Observed on the Bench: The enactment of 16r7, c. 3. provides, that, in the

union of two or more parishes, I the presentation of ministers should be ap..

pointed by the commissioners of: tithes, to pertain to the patrons alternis vici.

bus.' But by this it was not intended to abridge the rights. of patrons, but

merely to regulate the possession, in the only way which the nature of the case

admitted of. When, therefbre, the patron who may present on a particular

vacancy does not -chuse to exercise his right, that of the other, meeting with no

obstruction, must be allowed its fullest influence.
* THE LORDS preferred the presentee of Mr Hugh Grant.':

Lord Ordinary, Swinton. Act.'Blair, 7a. Grant.

Clerk, Sinclair.

Alf. Maclaurin, Koisyman, it.
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